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From the author of Gulf Diary of the Microchip War (Kindle edition #2 bestselling 'History of Gulf
War' at Ebook Tops.co.uk during December 2011) this short and concise history (in excess of
5,000 words) deals in part with an horrific ending to a ship once used as a 'replica' of the ship
RMS Titanic for the making of the later banned Nazi propaganda movie known generally as
Titanic 1943.It also covers some history surrounding the man ultimately responsible, not just for
the making of the film, but of the fate of the thousands on board this same ship during its last
moments.The words ‘Titanic Lie’ are intended in this instance to cover not just this film, but also
to a far greater degree, the actions and deeds perpetrated using the political banner as a
legitimate weapon against dignity, respect, and humanitarian rights of others, and the man who
signed himself as 'Herr Doktor' whose lasting legacy could only be one of hate.Written as an
introduction to this subject, the author has included some of the major influences affecting the
life of Goebbels which may have contributed to his views towards other races and likewise may
have contributed to his eagerness to emerge superior from the masses. But it should also be
remembered that Goebbels was quick to change direction should this suit his purpose and was
indeed a master of manipulation and opportunism.The reader is left to consider whether indeed
it was his ignorance which led him on this path or some other weakness that allowed him to
become the monster he became.
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world to accept and appreciate.
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